INVITATION
Hotel InterContinental 5. September, 2013

The American Chamber of Commerce and the Innermetrix Hungary KFT.
would like to invite you to the Business Seminar&Cocktail Party
"The power of engagement on results and revenue"
on September 5, 2013 at Hotel InterContinental from 4pm to 7pm.
The aim of this exclusive business seminar is to show to the participants
how to create a healthy organization of engaged and productive employees.

Topic
The power of engagement on results and revenue
We can never be sure about the future... Such a short time after the
worldwide crisis that came so suddenly and unexpected leadership must be
aware of threats that could harm internally the value system of their
companies. But which values are we talking exactly about? Is it the value of
the company or the values of its people? Current discussions with CEO's
show that the motivation and the bias for action of their people is
decreasing. Proactivity is missing because of the fear of making errors and
also there are so many hidden agendas behind of the walls. People do not
lead an open communication, because they don't have trust in sharing
information with others.

Speakers
Jay Niblick, best seller author and as one of the Top business coaches in
the US will be visiting Hungary for the first time. He will give an exciting
overview on international experiences about the possible sources of above
mentioned problems and show solutions both at the individual and at the
organizational level to this challenges.
Peter Maximilian Malcsiner, internationally working ICF(UK) certified
executive trainer and coach on the basis of Axiology and as of member of
the US based Hartman Institute will present the Hartman Value Profile,
which is one of the most researched value measurement system in the world
and gives us answers to basic questions about talents, external and internal
values of individuals.

Innermetrix (IMX)
Innermetrix Hungary KFT. started its operations in 2011 in Hungary and in
Germany as an independent partner organization of the Innermetrix Inc.,
which has been founded by Jay Niblick for 14 years ago in the US.
Innermetrix became rapidly one of the worldwide key players in Personality
profiling, Peak performance management and Change management. Being
present in 26 countries on 5 continents IMX Certified Consultants focus on
consulting, professional coaching and executive training for multinational
large and small and medium sized enterprises.

Participation and registration
-AmCham members: free at AmCham official website
-Non-AmCham members: 22.000 HUF+ÁFA, please send the attached
registration form to maximilian@innermetrix.com or per fax to tel:
+36 1 2669888
We are looking forward to meeting you at the event!

